
The following nine online sessions are intended to help you engage with corporate prayer in a 
fresh way and transform your local corporate prayer culture

00 FOR LEADERS

RUNNING THE COURSE

The course has been designed so that anyone, anywhere can implement it. 

It follows along with The Prayers of Many book which explores nine themes of corporate prayer in 
short, digestible chapters. Gather a group together and provide everyone with a copy of the book. All 
the teaching material is provided: teaching videos to introduce each session’s theme and handouts 
that guide your discussion and a time of prayer. There is also bonus content including prayer tip 
videos and ideas for how to explore a theme in more detail. 

What’s more - because it’s all online, you can run a course either in person or over the internet.

OUTLINE OF EACH SESSION

In each session, you will explore a theme of corporate prayer in four sections using the 
handout and videos provided. A few sessions require additional preparation - see ‘Prepare Ahead’, 
below.

 ▶ 1. Read a chapter of The Prayers of Many book before you meet together, or at the beginning of 
the session.

 ▶ 2. Watch a short teaching video in which the book’s author, Mike Betts, gives an overview of the 
chapter for that session.

 ▶ 3. Discuss and reflect together using verses and questions provided in the handout. There is 
also extra content provided for those wanting to explore a theme in more detail.

 ▶ 4. Pray together using the creative ideas suggested to help you practically engage with the 
session’s topic in a time of prayer together. Over the nine sessions you will be equipped with 
many fresh ideas for prayer that you can apply in future prayer settings!

PREPARE AHEAD

The following sessions require some additional planning.

Session Four - Get Praying section If possible, gather materials for a fire and meet near to a place 
where you can build and light a fire (it doesn’t have to be big).

Session Five - Get Praying section Have a piece of orchestral music ready to play aloud

Session Six - Get Praying section Where possible, contact another church in your locality and ask 
how you can pray for them

https://prayersofmany.org/prayers-of-many-book

